Round-Up Call To Bring Response From Many Sorors

Project Will Meet An Educational and Cultural Need Entirely Neglected in North Carolina.

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.—Two million people in the state of North Carolina who are entirely without public library facilities, will be served in Delta Sigma Theta sorority's new national project, the BOOKMOBILE!

Mrs. Florence Darrow, journalist of Alpha Sigma, Chapter, New York, told newspaper reporters Saturday at a press conference following the chapter's regular meeting at the residence of Doris Shepherd, 2416th Street.

"The Delta's national project is just a library on wheels," she said. "We are going to put a truck full of five books and distribute them through the small towns of the good old North State."

Guided to a large extent by suggestions of teachers and Jeanette supervisors in the selection of reading material, the project planned will meet an educational and cultural need entirely neglected in this section of the country.

"Every soror displaying good and Delta spirit is spreading the news to all affiliated sorors soliciting their help," Mrs. Darrow said. "Liberal contributions to local chapters to finance the plan is the aim of the Delta Round-Up. In order that the national project may be put forth, Deltas are asking each soror to give at least $1. The movement is nationwide and contributions by unaffiliated sorors are being accepted.

"Adequate funds are needed to establish this service on a round Convenant last August."